
Angel Talk - December 2021

Welcome the Light and Shine! 
By Nancy Freier and Sreper, Angel of the Great White Light

This Christmas and Winter Solstice signal a Clarion Call to rise up in love and respect for others  
and for the Earth. Christmas is the celebration of the birth of the Christ Light. To the Christian,  

Jesus embodied this Light. His birth was to exemplify this 
same Light is within us all. Look into your deep self and 
see  the  glowing  embers  there.  Be  this  Light.  It  is 
contagious,  because as  you act  from Light  and Love for 
other beings, others will be attracted to it.

Hearts  will  warm  and  we  say  that  one-by-one;  then 
thousands-by-thousands, the world will  be aglow. This is 
not an outer light that you see with your physical eyes, but 

an inner light that is felt with the heart. We say this is an ah-ha moment of your life! You will  
revel in this Inner Light that will sustain you going forward into each new day and new year.  
Come alive with joy, and awe, and wide-eyed wonder ~ the likes of which you hear about from 
the dearly departed who reside in the Heavenly realms. Know that is a perfect, unfolding plan in 
which this Light will win over darkness.

Simply, sincerely ask your Guardian Angels to lift you up from the world of darkness and pain  
into the higher,  sacred dimensions.  You will  see new ways to live in the Light that will  stop 
hurting you and all of life, including: other humans, the plant and animal kingdoms, and Earth  
herself. Meditate on ways you can banish fear and replace it with love. Love one another and love  
Mother Earth. There is much to be done.

Start  with  changing  your  habits.  Honor  the  Earth  and  stop  destructive  practices.  If  it  isn’t  
happening where you are, be the initiator. It is high time to pay attention to the messages of 
Earth’s warming and imbalances: the tremendous and destructive hurricanes, floods, drought,  
fires and the melting of the ice caps. Even now we see man is looking for “planet B” and if found,  
in time it too would be destroyed just like what is happening on Earth, that is, of course unless  
you awaken to what the ego is doing right now, and correct these actions and intentions.

We say that the dark experiences have played themselves out, but it is up to humanity waking up  
and making changes. It’s time to “play a new game.” We ask that you be done with the whims of 
the  lower  self.  Awaken  with  this  New  Dawn  and  change  the  script  to  that  of  love  and  
connectedness to all beings. Step up to the higher realms of Love and Light as your guide and 



don’t look back. Take off the lampshade and shine your light! Channel the Christ Light anew and 
be the beacon you truly are. 

Call  on us. Ask your angels for guidance in what you can do for yourself,  for others and for 
healing the Earth. We see your argument that you are just one person ~ what can ‘I’ do? But we  
say it is like lighting a candle at the midnight hour… it brightens the room just that much. And  
this Light is contagious. More and more people will be attracted to the mission. This is the time 
in your evolution that you and the Earth have waited for. 

Go forward in awe and wonder at the possibilities before you this magical season, and rejoice!  
The Winter Solstice signifies the return of the Light to your heart and to the Earth. 

And we say, all of the heavenly realms are celebrating this glorious time with you. Welcome the  
Light and shine!
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